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editorial.
S the writer takes up his pen to
address the public through these
columns fur the last time, his mind is
naturally keenly alive to his past failures, and he would be glad if this were
his introduction instead of his farewell
to his duties. He feels that now only
has he the experience and wisdom requisite for the proper performance of the
duties among which he has groped the

past year ; but as this knowledge will
be of no further use to him, he desires
to give expression to a few thoughts,
born of his experience, in the hope
that if they should seem to possess the
quality of hard sense, they may not be
utterly wasted.
The editors of the STUDENT are announced during the closing week of the
fall term. They have had no hint that
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they were to (ill these responsible positions. The editor-iu-chief is, in all
probability, a consummate ignoramus
as regards college journalism and has
no ideas whatever concerning it. Hut
he is given three days—and those, too,
in the midst of examinations—in which
to become familiar with college literature, make deep researches in this field,
and outline the policy of his magazine
for the coming year. The three days
are nearly up, and he has been floundering about, knee deep in publications,
only to emerge more confused and more
undecided than when he began. The
editors are ready to depart and are
clamoring for the assignment of work.
What remains to the unfortunate chief
but to take up the work of his predecessors without alteration? And thus
the STUDENT is handed down in a sort
of petrified, unchangeable form from
one board to another.
The writer believes the present system to be unscientific and unjust. It
is stagnation ; and stagnation, in this
rapidly moving world, is degeneration.
It is unscientific, because, under it, each
board must begin, not where its predecessor left off, but where its predecessor
began, learn the same lessons by the
same devious processes, and finally,
when its members have gained enough
knowledge upon the subject to enable
them to properly perform their work,
they must give way to their successors
who, in turn, must traverse the same
circle. It is unjust to those whom it
places in control, for it puts them before
the public in a position which they are
incompetent to fill; and the injustice is

sometimes thought to be even farther
reaching.
Hut if the present system must continue, at least certain improvements can
be made which, it would seem, could
meet with no possible objection.
Let the announcement of the editors
take place earlier in the term, and give
them at least time enough in which to
intelligently inform themselves upon
college journalism before entering upon
their duties.
Moreover, the Faculty chose the editors, and it is their duty to see that
there is among them a definite understanding of their relation, one to another, and to their chief, and in regard
to their work.
The present custom throws the responsibility of the magazine almost
entirely upon the first editor, and it is
altogether possible that some of the
editors may feel themselves so far removed from responsibility as to become
negligent in their work. If the responsibility is to be his, the power to
remove or discipline negligent editors
who continually come up with late and
half-written departments, should rest
either with him or with the board as a
whole. The STUDENT is now conducted,
in both business and editorial departments, without rule or regulation, and,
since the Faculty have seen fit to take
the magaziue in charge, they should
surely look to it that their arrangements
are completed.
The writer has endeavored to present a few conclusions in the hope that
"somehow, somewhere," they might
be of benefit. If there be in them
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anything of truth, without doubt they
will find their mark. If they be falsely
arrived at, the course of reasoning is
surely not so subtle but that their falsity
will be readily apparent, and they will
be harmless.
.'

I

IK VERY fall and spring Bates exJSk hibits her elocutionary ability and
skill in composition to the public.
Once a year, too, the literary societies
invite the friends to see for themselves
the results they aim at and accomplish.
This year witnessed a new departure,
and we can say, with great pleasure, a
successful one.
The production of " As You Like
It," by the students of the two societies,
was a demonstration of their elocutionary and artistic talent, and brought to
a litting close the literary exercises of
the term. As this was the first time
that admission had been asked for any
entertainment, in which the students
participated, much anxiety was felt.
But with a financial success, and an
appreciative and enthusiastic audience,
anxiety turned to elation after the
play. Success, however, is not the
only benefit secured by the presentation of this most pleasant of Shakespeare's dramas. A new interest has
been awakened among the townspeople
in regard to the students, and it is
their interest, secured in some way,
which the college needs. But there
are those who do not sanction any departure from the regular order of
things. By such persons it may be
brought forward as an objection to
students giving a play that too much
time is spent in preparation.
This
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might be the case, if it were not that
the time spent committing Shakespeare
is not wasted. It is time put to a
good use. And now we think of a
benefit which has been derived from
the play, but which has not yet been
verified. Some student, who had no
interest in Shakespeare, may have been
well enough pleased with this play to
begin to read other plays, and thus
a new lover of the great dramatist be
added to the many. Let us hope, then,
that the students of the college, having
for encouragement the gratifying results
of their venture, will, another year,
give themselves an opportunity of winning even more praise.
pE are pleased to note the progress of Bates. In spite of many
obstacles, it is broadening its field of
labor and usefulness.
With a new
President, all interested in the college
anxiously watch for changes that may
hasten growth. If there is to be an
increased growth in the character and
in the influence of the college, that
growth must begin now. We are glad
to announce that germination has begun. Already do we feel the influence
of the new administration. The influence is strong and tends to elevate
Bates to the high ideal of its noble
founders. Thus far the changes are
few in number, but in the right direction. In past years there has been a
lack of system among the students.
Too many liberties have been taken.
Students have absented themselves
from chapel, from recitation, and from
town at their own pleasure. This has
been stopped. It was hard to break
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the old habits and come under discipline. Nearly all, seeing the wisdom
of the change, have entered willingly
into the reform. A few found fault as
a few always do in such cases. These,
as miglit be expected, were the ones
who had taken the most liberty and
whose unsystematic and careless habits
the new movement aimed to correct.
If reform is to be carried on, much of
it must be done by the students. A
spirit of lawlessness pervades every
college in America. Men seem to take
it for granted that because they are
students they cau do things which private citizens would have to answer for
at police headquarters. This spirit has
been gradually dying out. Hazing has
become unpopular. Students see how
inconsistent it is with true manliness
and intellectual development, and in
mass-meeting denounce it as a relic of
barbarism■
The students have had
more to do in abolishing hazing than is
generally supposed.
In this college at least there is
another evil which they can and should
uproot. Jt is the nefarious custom of
cheating, not only in examination but
in the recitation and outside work.
Many students think not of the discipline and knowledge to be obtained,
but how best to skim over the surface
and pass away as quickly as possible
four years of their lives. Professors
cannot slop cheating. It is done systematically and successfully in the presence of their self-supposed shrewdness.
They may sometimes wonder how a
man who evinces so little knowledge of
a subject in the recitation, can know
so much and be so accurate in the

examination, but beyond a casual suspicion they cannot go. Cheating is a
gross injustice to the honest student,
and causes instructors to do the honest
man an injury under the present system
of ranking. The Faculty can avoid this
evil only by abolishing examinations,
and with strict regard for order test
each student sharply in recitation. If
the present ranking system is adhered
to the student can make " cribbing " by
the wholesale so unpopular that it will
die out, and every student's sense of
honor will become so acute that each
man will stand in the estimation of his
instructor for just what he is worth
and no more.
18 our minds turn back over the
^ term that has just passed, it seems
to us that there are many things which
ought to make the heart of every Hates
man happy. Hut especially those who
are interested in foot-ball ought to feel
proud of the work of the foot-ball
team, when they remember that this is
only the second season of the game at
Hates. Of the six games played—one
with South Herwick, one with Kent's
Hill, one with New Hampshire State
College, two with Colby, and one with
Bowdoin—we have won all except from
Bowdoin. The great advance that our
team has made over its work of last
year is evident from the score in the
game with Bowdoin being less than
half of what it was a year ago this
fall. Again, the fact that Bowdoin
was unable to score during the second
half, and the way in which the final
game with Colby was played and won
in the second half, show something of
the endurance of the team.
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But, turning from the successes of
this year to the prospects of next year,
we still have every reason to be perfectly satisfied. It is true that the
graduating class will take out three
strong men from the team, and yet
there are plenty of men to fill their
places. Thus, while our team will remain practically the same, Bowdoin
will lose eight or nine men from her
eleven. It, therefore, looks as if the
three Maine colleges would be more
evenly matched another year, and as
if, with proper coaching and training,
Bates would be a formidable candidate
for the supremacy of the State upon the
gridiron next fall.

LIBERAL education ought, in
some measure, to teach a man to
see things in their true light, and in
their proper relation to each other.
Does it do so, and if not, why not?
The uncultured man sees things entirely
from his own standpoint, and his ideas
depend largely upon his surroundings.
Many of his notions and habits are
inherited, and so he is not much in
advance of the preceding generation.
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An idea or a principle which differs
radically from his own previous ideas
seems strange and unreasonable to him,
and he hesitates to accept it. He is
governed by his prejudices.
The first aim of a liberal education
is to undermine prejudice, to teach the
student that certain ideas of his are not
necessarily infallible, simply because
his father and grandfather believed
in them, and because he, himself, has
entertained such ideas for a few 3-ears.
He must learn that many things in this
world are subject to change without
notice, and that very little is unchangeable. Let him investigate facts and
principles for himself, or, if impracticable to do that, let him study the
opinions of great men, men who have
been seekers after truth.
No fundamental change should be
accepted without careful consideration,
but too much conservatism defeats the
end of a liberal education.
If you would get the full benefit of
your training, and learn to see the
world in its true light, be constantly
on the watch for new ideas, and be
willing to accept reasonable corrections
and changes.

Liit@rary.
NEW ENGLAND IN THE TWENTIETH CENTURY.
BY B. L. PETTIGRKW, '95.

\S we attempt to portray the part of
New England in the great drama
of the twentieth century, our patriotism
might inspire us to depict her as still
at the head of the magnificent nation

which she has done so much to create,
her will yet its policy, her fidelity its
preservation, her brow yet crowned
with the laurel of learning, her hand
yet bearing aloft the torch of national
wisdom. But that were to depreciate
her work. Hers was the task to sit by *
the cradle of an infant nation, to guide
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and inspire its early youth, to correct
the errors of later years. Under her
guidance, it has hewed its way through
the forest primeval, crossed the Father
of Waters, traversed the wide prairies,
eliipbed the rugged peaks of the Rockies, and descended to the Pacific Sea.
She has reared a symmetrical nation,
whose activities can no more be circumscrihed within the narrow confines
of New England than its influence can
be hounded by the oceans that beat
upon its shores. He who would predict
her position a half century hence, must
consider, not if she shall then occupy
the place of preeminence which has
been hers in the past, but rather if this
little corner, with its hills and rocks,
where nature ever seems to grudge
man his meagre sustenance, shall continue to exert an active influence upon
a nation now stretching its green fields
from ocean to ocean, dotted with prosperous cities, and teeming with gigantic
enterprises.
Time has indeed transformed the New
England which we have been taught to
revere ; and, much as we would console
ourselves with tangible gains, as we
survey the changes wrought, there
creeps into our hearts a feeling of loss
not to be banished. The deserted hillsides and smoky villages tell of the
advance of modern civilization. The
throng of sturdy sons of pilgrims departing to the South and West and the
horde of foreign inferiors crowding in
upon the eastern borders, bespeak an
ominous transformation. The courts,
crowded with applicants for divorce,
declare the drying up of the very fountain-head of New England's past greatness, the home.

But as there are fears, so, also, are
there hopes. Enemies are indeed in
her very midst, but, thanks to her
founders and a kind Providence, the
bulwarks are strong. Her institutions
are founded upon principles which shall
stand unmoved, though the hills and
rocks themselves melt away. They
have gleaned the wisdom of three centuries' growth, and have for their support the sturdiest blood of modern history. There is between man and nature
the same warfare which has ever rendered the New England arm the strongest, and the New England heart the
stoutest. Her shores are worn by the
same ocean and indented by the same
harbors which once rendered her the
fostering mother of the Western World,
and they await merely the revival of
commerce, to regain a position of universal prominence; while the rivers,
rushing along their rocky beds, will
still proclaim the land of industry.
But, though the shadows of decay
settle down about her, though her surface be strewn with the ruins of institutions, though the wheels of industry
rust, and the useless harbors be filled
with shifting sand, New England's influence upon the nation could never
die. The scholar would still delight to
trace his way through the many ramifications of the national structure, back
to the corner-stone down upon the
shores of old Plymouth, and there
study the virtues which rendered it
capable of supporting so mighty an
edifice. From the bones of her sons
mingled with every soil from the tablelands of Mexico to the heights of Quebec, would still arise fragrant memories, to quicken sluggish patriotism and
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resist encroachment upon liberty. The
American heart would stillwander amid
her ruins, listen to the songs of her
sleeping bards, drink in the words of
her departed sages, and receive inspiration from the living monuments of
her slumbering orators and statesmen.
But distant be the day of such calamity ! While New England's influence
in the national council must necessarily
decline with the growth of the republic
in other directions, and the absolute
pre-eminence of the past disappear,
her natural and acquired advantages
prophesy for her a part something more
than that of a mere land of pilgrimage
to which a weary nation shall resort for
fresh inspiration and renewed faith in
humanity; they prophesy for her an
active part in the industrial future of
America, and when shadows settle down
about its path, when dangers gather
thickly about and chasms yawn before,
whither shall the Republic more likely
turn for guidance than to that rugged
corner whose influence brought it into
being, and led it safely through encompassing perils up to its present eminence?
AN INDEPENDENT VIEW.
BY

W. S.

BROWN,

'95.

THE last ten years have witnessed
in the United States some remarkable political changes. So sudden and
sweeping have been these reversals that,
to one fairly conversant with the political situation, it might seem easy to
assign an adequate cause.
The victorious party—be it Democratic or Republican—insist that each
defeat is a popular disapproval of the
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policy of their opponents. In the election of 1892, when every branch of the
government was turned over to the
Democrats, they declared the generator
of that political cyclone to be the McKinley Bill; while an eminent statesman, on the other side, asserted that
the people were "temporarily bereft of
their senses."
After the recent election, when Democratic organs can scarcely find a victory in the whole United States worthy
of reporting, it is that unfortunate and
much-abused Wilson Bill that, in the
opinion of Republicans, has proven to
them such a blessing.
Pliability is not an inconsistency in
the nature of most things, but to bend
tariff to make it responsible for a crushing defeat yesterday and for a great
triumph to-day, it seems to me, does
not savor of good logic.
Since the late war the only distinctive difference between the two parties
has been their attitude upon the tariff
question. Nor has that difference been
marked by direct opposition. One has
not declared for tariff as against the
other for free trade, but rather, both
favor practical protection, differing
only as to whether this or that article
should or should not be free. They
agree as to the theory, but disagree as
to the fact.
Before the advent of the Democratic
party to power, two years ago, the McKinley Act had been in force since 1890
only. Its effects upon business interests were imperceptible to the voter,
if, indeed, they were discernible to the
most critical observer. The influence
of an enactment like this, whether ben-
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cficial or the reverse, is manifest slowly hindrance in the way of the majority
and by insensible degrees. It neither as soon as this subject comes up for
repeals an old law nor establishes a consideration. Each party seems to
new one. It is simply the old revised think itself especially delegated to deal
and reformed, and, like all reformatory with the tariff, and that it is in duty
measures, its operations are slow. The bound to oppose any form of legislatariff may be the indirect, but it is not tion advanced by its rival. Congressthe direct cause of such political up- men and senators appear to feel that
heavals as we have experienced since they have discharged their duty toward
1884. Immediately after the Demo- their country if only they have been
cratic success of 1892 we began to good Democrats or good Republicans.
hear the rautterings of a wide-spread
I have sometimes conjectured, if the
industrial depression, which, in a few McKinley Rill had, by chance, been
months, became a reality. Republican the Wilson Bill, and the Wilson Bill
statesmen alleged that it grew out of a ' the McKinley Bill, whether they would
popular distrust of the Democratic not have been swallowed by the bulk
tariff policy ; that the country was fear- of their respective parties with equal
ful the tariff would be disturbed—a avidity.
tiling the voters knew would take place
But it may be said that this is an
when they cast their ballots. I have indictment against the intelligence of
heard of men failing, not because of the American people. Such is not inwhat might be done, but because of tended. I have only in mind what has
what had been done. So with our too often marked our history, blind
country ; the industrial crash was the allegiance to party. It is not far from
result not of its fears, but of its expe- the truth to say that not one voter in a
riences.
thousand is familiar with the text of
As far as tariff is concerned, I be- either bill. I believe we are justified
lieve this country would prosper under in carrying it further and saying that
a bill revised by either party, provided not one in that number has even an
it were honestly, intelligently, and im- aproximate knowledge of their conpartially done ; and each party has men tents. An able and responsible senaequally competent to produce such a tor stood up and charged his colleagues
measure.
with not knowing what the Wilson Bill
If, as party leaders would have us was, more than an act to which it was
believe, the tariff is the all-important thought necessary to tack four hunissue of the present, and vital to the dred Senate amendments. Yet there is
interests of the American people, they probably not one of these but could go
should act the part of statesmen and before his constituents, and dilate propatriots by aiding each other in secur- foundly upou the benefits to accrue to
ing, upon the subject, the wisest legis- the nation from their prodigy, that it
lation possible. Instead, we witness, required a whole session to produce.
This country pays millions of dollars
in Congress, the minority casting every
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every two years for a tariff bill which,
when made, is worth only what it will
bring under the hammer as a curio.
For it is no sooner passed than another
takes its place, and still the country
thrives no better than before.
I incline to the opinion that business
was no more active or healthy under
the McKinley Act than under its predecessor, and there is no convincing, or
even plausible argument, to show that
it will improve under the operation of
the present law.
Despite this, politicians and political organs make tariff the cause of, as
well as panacea for, all industrial ills.
If the discontent of the laboring man
manifests itself by strikes, lockouts,
and hoycotts in the Harrison administration, it is due solely to the Republican tariff policy. If the same occur
together with wide-spread business failures in the Cleveland administration,
it is occasioned by the Democratic

tariff policy.
It is a good rule that works both
ways, but it is poor logic that proves
both sides of the question.
SCENES
BY

IN FRANCONIA
AND VICINITY.
W. S. C.

RUSSELL,

NOTCH

'95.

IF one loves simple beauty and is
enraptured with Nature's music
he will find the Franconia Notch a
charming place. Leaving the Pemigewasset at North Woodstock, the tourist
turns into the picturesque vale of the
Moosilauke. The road leads him for
a mile through fertile meadows and
past stately farm-houses.
Coming
suddenly to the Moosilauke he follows
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its windings for a mile. The road is
overarched with birch and maple, and
the abundance of the primeval vegetation forbids the eye to penetrate far
into the recesses of the forest. On
the other side the water slides over
ledges, and boils and seethes in its
mad contentions with the giant boulders. Farther up the scene is grander,
the stream becomes more boisterous,
till there breaks upon the ear " a
mighty rushing and a roaring." A
foot-path of five rods leads him to the
brink of a yawning chasm. Gazing
for a moment at the scene spread out
before him. he approaches timidly to
the edge and peeps over. He beholds
a granite bowl, sixty feet deep. The
contents are black, and boil like a
gigantic cauldron. The water rushes
madly over the edge to fill this huge
receptacle. This it can never do, for
the lower side has been broken away
by the terrific bombardment of driftwood and boulders that, for centuries,,
the foaming torrent has poured from
above. Fight rods up the stream
there are three other basins of no less
beauty and as worthy of admiration.
Far up the granite banks of this rushing stream may be seen huge troughs
hollowed out of the solid ledges by the
action of the water. Pot-holes are to
be seen on every side. One of these
is worthy of note. It is seven feet
deep, round and smooth as a gunbarrel. It would escape the notice of
a careless observer, for a large clump
of alders is -thriving in this novel
flower pot. This freak of nature,
alone, is worth a visit to the place.
At the upper basin the ledge juts out
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on both sides, spanning the chasm
within four feet. One may stand upon
this projecting ledge, with the boiling
stream forty feet below, and obtain an
unobstructed view of the entire canyon.
If his nerves are steady he may leap
the chasm, and, catching upon the narrow shelf, climb the precipice, aided
by the mountain birches festooned
upon it.
Returning to the Pemigewasset, the
tourist continues his journey northward with ever-changing views of the
storm-beaten crags. In the northern
part of Lincoln, he turns from the
well-kept turnpike into a forest road,
descending steep hills for half a mile.
Soon after crossing the Pemigewasset,
he enters a clearing of two or three
acres, the terminus of one of the
greatest land-slides the White Hills
ever witnessed. Kocks, boulders, and
the trunks of giant trees are strewn
around in wildest confusion. Wide
swaths through the forest extend to
the river, cut by the avalanche of boulders and stones thundering from above.
Windrows of stones and stumps, five,
fifteen, and twenty-five feet deep, extend in all directions. Passing over
the debris he reaches the clean and
gently sloping granite floors, over
which the water slips in thin, broad,
even sheets of crystal limpidness.
Beyond are those gentle ripples over
rougher ledges, embossed with the
green velvet moss of mountain streams.
Higher up, the ledges are more uneven, and the plank pathway winds
in and out between rocks of varying
sizes, polished by the erosion of the
water. The explorer is entranced by
.

the exuberant beauty of pebbles of
countless hues and shapes at the bottom
of translucent pools. Still above, he
enters that wondrous fissure in the
mountain, one hundred and fifty feet
high, and several hundred feet in
length, which narrows toward the upper end to fifteen feet. Stepping from
rock to rock, he climbs to the plank
walk suspended above the stream,
crossing and recrossing the chasm,
clinging to the slippery wall, and
rising gradually towards the top as
the end of the canyon is reached.
Here, in the narrowest part, he stands
upon a platform bolted to the dripping
wall midway between the summit and
the rocky bed. The spray breaks
upon him as the water tumbles, rushing and roaring over the perpendicular
wall.
Wild is the spot; deafening
the roar of the waterfall!
Upon
which will his eye linger the longest,
the joyful torrent beneath his feet, the
regularity and smoothness of the mossencrusted walls through which it hastens, or the trees that overhang their
edges nodding to him from above?
Returning to the turnpike the tourist
continues his journey. He is thrilled
by the solitude and grandeur of the
aged forest, which has never echoed,
as the woodman's axe has laid her
giants low, save to open this five-mile
road for the vehicle of the tourist.
Beside this graveled forest road the
Pemigewasset rushes over mossy rocks,
or slides over glassy ledges, till it
tumbles foaming and boiling into the
basin below.
These basins, thus
formed beneath overhanging birches,
whose shadows are cast through the
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limpid waters upon the glittering gravel,
afford a retreat for the speckled beauties that haunt the White Mountain
streams.
About three miles south of the
Notch proper, the Pemigewasset, in
haste to leave its mountain home,
rushing with headlong speed from one
basin to another, makes a final plunge
into the basin of which the poet says:
"There is a silent pool, whose glass
lterlects the lines of earth and sky;
The hues of heaven along it pass,
And all the verdant forestry.
" And in that shining, downward view,
Each cloud and leaf and little flower
Grows 'mid the watery sphere anew,
And doubly lives the summer hour."

This granite bowl, sixty feet in circumference, is filled with water twenty
feet deep, yet pellucid as the air.
Twenty feet above, the granite wall,
over which it plunges, lias been grooved
to the depth of four feet by the erosion
of the perpetual cascade falling into
the cool shadows of the basin. Golden
flakes of light sink down like fallen
leaves, and the overarching branches
of birch and sugar maple, swayed in
the summer zephyrs, cast strange, fantastic shadows on the golden graveled
bottom. Truly it is one of the richest
gems in the Francouia cabinet of curiosities. Its more sacred use is not
narrowed in this granite chamber,
which was hollowed out
A lovely cave,
Bright and sacred for the nymphs whom men
Call Naiads.

But it is one of the thousand pulses
that throbs in the great artery, contributing power to the wheels of Manchester, Nashua, and Lowell, supply-
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ing thousands of operatives with their
daily bread. Thousands, whose thirst
has been quenched by its cooling
waters, have gazed in admiration upon
it, in whose bright memory its beautiful surface, burnished by the sunlight,
is a sweet and perennial symbol of
love, purity, and peace.
No sketch of the Notch, however
brief, would be complete without mentioning Echo Lake. It is a rare jewel
with a magnificent setting. Its tranquility is remarkable, rivaling that of
Loch Katrine. The echo of this place
is perfect, niimicing the sweetest note
of the violin and the canuon's deepest
tone with equal correctness. Seven
times it repeats the cannon's roar, as
wall behind wall of the mountain amphitheatre catches the sound and rolls
it upward to the gray top of Lafayette.
What, then, must be the effect of a
thunder storm, as peal after peal of
heaven's artillery is caught by the " cave
where the echo lives," and returned
with seven-fold reduplication ? The
little tarn is entirely surrounded by
mountains, rising abruptly from its
margin, whose bald and ragged peaks
seem to pierce the vaulted dome.
Was man ever in a grander spot?
He can simply gaze and gaze again
till his soul is filled with the wildness
and grandeur, and he is thrilled through
and through by the awfulness and sublimity of Nature, manifested in the
mountain fastuess. The rocks, robed
and crowned with moss and vines,
speak in tones too distinct to be inaudible, too simple to be misunderstood,
and the zephyrs, whispering in the treetops, will live forever in his memory.
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Oh man, how insignificant are thy
works compared with those of Nature !
How frail thou art thyself, standing in
the very presence of Nature's God,
speechless in wonder and admiration,
gazing upon His mighty works ! With
your pencil you can trace the outlines
of these glorious scenes upon the canvas ; hut it is in vain that you attempt
to fasten there with paint the golden

sheen of the sunset, as it steals softly
up those granite walls, the twinkling
of the evening star, emerging from
that fleecy cloud o'er yon hold, rocky
peak, or the gorgeous tints of purple
ami crimson upon the surface of the
lake, as they deepen and darken, till
the evening shades, creeping stealthily
over the water, announce the near
approach of night.

Posts' Sornsr.
[Contributions solicited for this department.]
FAGOTS. .
My fagot Are in the old fire-place
Crackles and snaps with glee,
And shadows queer, with dancing pace,
Quaint fancies bring to me,
I would glean some memory fagots,
While the woodland fagots burn,
And the twigs of birch and maple
Prom wood tints to golden turn.
Divers fagots I would gather
Sere before the glowing fire;
Memories of tilings restful, helpful,
Which may lift the soul up higher.
Here, a picture, soul-inspiring,
Sends away a low-born thought;
There, the evening star, in beauty,
An enchanted spell has wrought.
Now, a sound of early bird song
Mingles faint with river's rush,
And the two, by nature blended,
Sing of peace in morning hush.
Then the song which the wind sings,
In the chimney, old and wide;
A varied song for every one
Who sits by the chimney side.
Dull glows the woodland gleaning,
But bright grows memories' store;
The glow and the shadow arc fading,
Yet I gather more and more.
—N. G. W., '95.

SPIRANTHES ET ADIANTUM.
Within a deep defile in mountain glen,
With bircli and beech o'ershading,
With silence all-pervading,
Unbroken save by note of winter wren,
I found spir<mt.hes growing,
In rich profusion blowing
Its beauty, beaming far from human ken.
Beside a boulder capped with velvet moss,
Enchantress of the forest,
Watched o'er by fairy Ilorist,
The maiden-hair the wooing zephyrs toss;
No dew-drop ever wetting
Its capillary fretting
Its polished stipes the granite gray emboss.
When August on me casts her burning
glance,
To this ravine I hie me
And with these beauties by me
•I wonder if they gained their name by
chance,
Or if in kind remembrance,
Deep fraught with true resemblance,
To waving locks which maiden charms
enhance.
-W. S. C. R. '95.
THE COMING OF WINTER.
Once, at Autumn's doorstep, cold
Winter stood, a pilgrim old.
He had journeyed from afar—
From the land where icebergs are;
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And liis hair with snow was white,
As he stood there in the night,
Stood at Autumn's bolted door,
Where he oft had come before.
Twice lie knocked, but heard no sound
Save the dead leaves rustling round,
Or a melancholy moan
When the winds in mournful tone
Poured into the darkness' ears
All their troubles, all their fears.
So old Winter once again
Raised his hand to knock, and then
Let it fall, for from within
He could hear a harp begin
Sending forth a plaintive strain,
Sending forth a sad refrain;
And it told of love's first sorrowGrief that sees no bright to-morrow—
Broken hearts that quivering feel
Wounds which time can never heal.
Then the sad notes died away,
Sobbed and moaned and died away.
Then a score of cymbals clashed,
And the. bright lights brighter flashed
Through the windows, large and high,
On the night-enshrouded sky.
All within was rapturous glee,
Sorrow had been forced to flee;
Autumn held her revels there,
Light of heart, and free from care,
She knew not that Winter's bands,
Bringing frosts from other lands,
Bested on her very door,
While bright robes of joy she wore.
Louder rolls the music sweet,
And the sound of dancing feet
Falls upon old Winter's ears,
While this joyous song he hears:
" We will dance merrily all night long,
All night long till the break of day,
Scattering flowers of mirth and song,
While old Winter is far away."
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Ere the song had reached its close
Winter in its wrath arose,
And, with evil-boding frown,
Seized the door and tore it downBroke the bolts and iron bars,
Saying to the twinkling stars,
Stars, begone from mortal sight;
All shall darkness be to-night."
His command they all obeyed,
Not one star unwisely stayed;
But they wrapped a gloomy cloud
Round about them like a shroud.
Through fair Autumn's lighted halls
Sorrow's gloomy presence falls.
All within is wild dismay,
Merry mirth has Ilown away.
Huddling close, the dancers stand,
Watching Winter's ruthless hand
Tear each timber from its place,
Anger darkening all bis face.
Autumn saw her dwelling shakeHeard the mighty timbers quake,
And with one despairing cry
Fled as birds in terror rly,
When the savage thunder's stroke
Headlong hurls the kingly oak.
Thus she tied, and looking back,
Nothing saw, save ruins black;
Butshe beard, like thunder loud,
Winter, speaking to the cloud:
" Mighty Storm-cloud, ocean horn,
Let no sunlight brighten morn;
Let thy mantle cover all.
While all day thy snow-Hakes fall."
Lightly came the snow-rlakes down,
Covering fields and meadows brown,
Till where once stood Autumn's home
Only ghostly memories roam,
And old Boreas wildly blows,
Drifting deep the sifting snows.
-L. D. T., "JO.

(3olI^3@ D@ws arjcfl lritGrosis.
LOCALS.

Miss James, '1(7, is canvassing.
Bruce, '!)8, is canvassing in Lewiston.
I'ettigrew, '95, is reading law with
W. H. Jndkins, Esq.

F. H. Puriiiton, '96, is studying law
in Mayor Noble's law office.
H. L. Douglass has been re-elected
captain of the foot-ball team.
Phillips, '97, a few weeks ago gave
a short lecture before the Pine Street
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Free Baptist Sunday-school, upon
"Sunday-school work in India."
We are in receipt of a neat calendar
pad for 1895, issued by Overman Wheel
Co.
The Latin School opened again Tuesday, December 11th, with several new
students.
The Theological School closed on
Saturday, December 22d, for a vacation of ten days.
Farnum, '95, is studying law in Col.
Drew's office. Go to him if you have
any bad bills to collect.
The Rev. Henry R. Rose, of the Elm
Street Church, Auburn? will give a
series of ten lectures on " The Spiritual
Teaching of the Great Poets."
The roof of the new Theological
building has been slated, and the doors
and windows boarded up, as work is
to be suspended till early in the spring.
Rev. C. E. Mason, Class of '82, and
wife have accepted a call to go as home
missionaries over Custer County, Idaho.
Their home is at Challis, the county
seat.
The Roger Williams Church of Providence, R. I., has volunteered to furnish the office, halls, and all rooms on
the first floor of the new Divinity School
Building.
Professor Anthony lectured before
the English History Club and its friends
at the Pine Street Congregational
Church, December 6th, on "Westminster Abbey."
Rev. Dr. Summerbell has just completed a series of five Sunday evening
lectures at the Main Street Church on
the Reformation Period.

The last of the VaU Term, at the close
of chapel exercises one morning, W. W.
Bolster, Jr., in hehalf of the Senior
Class, presented to President Chase a
fine crayon portrait of himself as a
tokeu of their appreciation of his many
kindnesses to them, both individually
and as a class.
The five divisions of the Sophomore
Class debated on the evenings of November 13, 14, 15,17,19, respectively.
The prizes were awarded as follows:
Miss Sleeper, Miss Buzzell, Stanley,
Miss Cobb, Milliken. These, together
with Durkee, Marr, and Miss Andrews,
were put over for the Champion Debate
next June.
On Friday evening, December 14th,
a very pleasant reception was held at
Professor Hayes' home by the members of the College and Divinity School
Faculties and friends. Professor Robertson rendered several selections from
the great poets, and Professor Anthony,
by special request, repeated his lecture
on " Westminster Abbey." This was
a happily and quietly spent evening of
recreation for our instructors.
Dutton, '95, Thompson and Douglass, '96, and Sampson, '97, spent
Thanksgiving in the Maine wilderness.
They report the capture of a deer. The
deer is supposed to have been shot simultaneously and in the same place by
all four persons. Their friends have
been waiting anxiously for a piece of
the spoil, but the deer has been unaccountably detained and has not yet
arrived.
Professor Howe preached the centennial sermon to the Farmington Quarterly
Meeting, held on Thursday, December
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IStb. This quarterly meeting, besides
being closely connected with the rise
and growth of the educational interests
of the Free Baptist denomination, has
the proud record of establishing the first
Sunday-school and the first temperance
society in the State, and of passing the
first resolution for the abolition of slavery in the country.
The Catalogue of Cobb Divinity
School for 1894-96 is just out.
It
clearly shows the great increase in the
advantages of the school, lays out a
higher course of study, gives a historical sketch of the school and a list of
its alumni. It also announces tlie formation of a new department called the
Biblical Training School. It is allied
to the Divinity School and will be
opened on September 10, 1895.
It
offers a course of two years in Psychology, Rhetoric and Literature, Evidences of Christianity, Ethics, and Sociology, together with the exposition
and analysis of the Old and New Testaments, Church and Mission History,
and Methods of Pastoral and Evangelical work, with general exercises in reading and rhetoricals and in exposition
of the Sunday-school lesson. It offers
a valuable course to persons wishing to
engage in active Christian work, but
who cannot take the course in the
Divinity School.
The following students are teaching
during the winter:
'95.
W. M. Dutton, North New Portland; K. E.
Files, South Union; W. P. Hamilton, Aslihy,
Mass.; A. C. Hayes, Oakham, Mass.; J. G.
Morrell, Sehec; E. W. Noone, Marlow, N. H'96.
I. P. Berryman, North Charlestown, N. H.;
J. B. Coy, Cumberland; H. L. Douglass, East-

port; E. I. Hanscom, Machiasport; O. E.
Hanscom, Matinicus; A. B. Hoag, Hiram; A.
B. Howard, Georgetown; Miss I. M. Parsons,
New Portland; E. Plunislead, Searsmont; L.
G. I'urinton, Machiasport; E. C. Vining,
Phillips.
•!)7.

A. W. Bailey, Wales; F. VV. Burrill, West
Sullivan; P. W. Brackett, Plymouth j E. F.
Cunningham, Detroit; A. W. Foss, Wells; A.
C. Hanscom, Machiasport; Miss Merrill, Williamsburg; Miss A. L. Noyes, Jay; H. L.
Palmer, Milo; H. P. Parker, Turner; A. L.
Sampson, Solon; A. P. D. Tobien, Templeton,
Mass.; Miss D. M. Twort, Yarmouth; Miss
M. W. Whin, Falmouth.
'!I8.
J. L. Bennett, Five Islands; Miss J. S.
Farnum, Stowe; F. U. Landman, Orr's Island; O. II. Toothaker, West Harpswell; E.
M. Tucker, Pittsficld; C. L. Young, North
Rum ford.

Shakespeare's "As You Like It,"
which has been in preparation for several weeks, was presented at Music
Hall, November 20th. The play was
a grand success in every way, and
reflected much credit on the participants, and also on the college in general. A large audience was present,
and the management cleared over §100
beyond all expenses which were very
heavy. This amount goes into the
treasury of the Athletic Association.
Both the local papers spoke in the
highest terms of the performance. Perhaps it would be inappropriate for us
to go into detailed criticism, so let it
suffice to say that the work of every
participant merited the highest commendation. The leading characters
filled their role to perfection, and the
minor parts were well sustained. Delightful music was furnished by Callahan's Orchestra. Between the first and
second acts, the College Glee Club,
numbering eighteen voices, sang a se-
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lection and received a hearty encore.
Cast of characters:
The Duke, living in exile. Mr. Jas. A. Marr.
Frederick.
Mr. W. S. Brown.
His brother and usurper of iii.s dominion.
Amiens ) Attending on ( Mr. It. I). Fairfield.
A Lord }
the
{ Mr. J. E. Roherts.
A Lord ) banished Duke (Mr. C. E. Milliken.
Le Beau.
Mr. H. R. Eaton.
A courier Attending OD Frederick.
Charles, Frederick's wrestler.
Mr. J. P. Sprague.
Oliver )
Sons of j Mr. W. M. Dutton.
Jacques > Sir Rowland < Mr. E. W. Carr.
Orlando j de Bois. (Mr. R. L. Thompson.
Adam, servant to Oliver. Mr. A. B. Howard.
Touchstone, a clown.
Mr. E. G. Campbell.
Corin j CM.„„I ,.„.I„
( Mr. J. B. Coy.
Silvins j Shepherds. J Mr G A v/akefleld.
William.
Mr. W. P. Hamilton.
A country fellow in love with Audrey.
Rosalind.
Miss Emily B. Cornish.
Celia, daughter to Frederick.
Miss Alice E. Bouncy.
Phu'be, a shepherdess. Miss Flora A. Mason.
Audrey, a country wench.
Miss Maud A. Vickery.

FOOT-BALL.

The final game of the season, which
was played with Colby on the home
grounds, November 17th, was a hard
and exciting contest from the very beginning. In the first half, the way in
which Colby crunched through the
Bates line, carrying the ball by short,
fierce rushes the entire length of the
field for a touchdown, looked as if the
tired Bates veterans had overrated
their strength in engaging in the game
after so hard a battle with Bowdoin only
three days before. It was only by the
very hardest work that Bates prevented
Colby from getting a second touchdown
in the first half.
Colby, however, could not maintain
her pace, and, at the beginning of the
second half, Bates rushed the ball
steadily down the field for a touch-

down ; but Brown failed in his try for
a goal, and the score was tied.
Colby now made the kick-off, and
after the first down Bates made a bad
fumble and Pattison, of Colby, securing the ball with an open field before
him, made another touchdown; but
Jordan failed to kick the goal.
At this point, with the score 8 to I
against them, the Bates team seemed
to gain new energy, while Colby's men
appeared to weaken from the effects of
hard playing in the first half. Brown
now made a wonderful kick-off, and
Bates stopped the ball on Colby's 15yard line, gained it on three downs,
and then soon forced Files through the
line for apother touchdown, thus tieing
the score. Brown now kicked the goal
and the game was won. Six minutes
more were left in which Bales continued
its aggressive work, and when time
was called had the hall within a few
yards of Colby's goal. In the second
half Brooks, of Colby, had his shoulder sprained so that he was obliged to
retire from the game.
The line-up and score was as follows :
BATES.

COLKY.

Bruce.
0. Hanscom.

Left End.
Left Tackle.

Young.

Left Guard.

Brown.

Wright. /

I'ulslfer. I
E. Hanscom.
Wakefield.

Center.

i»;„i,( Guard
/'„„-,i
E, ht

*
Right Tackle.
Right End.

Jordan.
McLellan.
j fij^
Hamilton.

(Gushing.

j Brooks?
Chapman.
Snare.

Douglass.)
Quarterback.
Soule.
Files.
Halfback.
Pattison.
Pulsifer.
Halfback.
Putnam.
Spragne.
Fullback.
Holmes.
Score—Bates 10, Colby 8. TouchdownsHolmes, Bruce, Pattison, Files. Goal from
touchdowns—Brown. Umpire—Shaw. Referee—Wilson. Tiine-*40 minutes.

I
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Aroostook, with a salary of four dollars a week and the privilege of boarding around. After leaving the cars
and traveling twenty-eight miles by oxpower he was deposited in the jaws of
a lierce-looking dog, from which he was
rescued by a short, thick-set, grimy, bewhiskered individual, who, after driving
off his villainous-looking cur, greeted
him with " Wall, I do declare! Ye
must be the new sckule teacher. I
didn't like yer picter, nohow, but
gracious grass, we couldn't git nobody
else. So come in an' we'll see whether
ye're knowlidgeable or not."
PART of coacher C.'s foot-ball
eleven is still in secret practice. It
is said that the muscles of the arm and
shoulder are receiving special attention. The coacher's long experience
has given him great skill in team work,
and thus perfect harmony has been
secured in its workings. Coacher C
says that hard and constant practice is
the secret of success in this line. The
Observer understands that some hard
feeling has arisen among the candidates
for the position of fullback, but hopes
this rivalry will not endanger the success of the team. It is reported that a
tri-cornered league has been formed,
and the public will watch the developments with interest.
*****

At the approach of the long vacation
the Observer, fearing that with the issue
of the December STUDENT his editorship would expire, advertised in seven
Boston agencies for a winter school.
After answering lifty-nine letters and
sending as many photographs, he secured a district school in the wilds of

W

W

W

W

W

The Observer would take delight in
introducing the reader to the interior
of the mansion and the numerous denizens thereof, but his object is to present, for the benefit of the world, the
following rigorous examination to which
he was subjected :
1 give The rule of •*>;
2 Ad 2.">7 punkins, 68 squashes And
•1 Hand Sleds; What is The quotient?
.'J locate & Bound Beans Corner ;
4 Korrect this sentance—A White
Cat!
5 how Long will it Take a Healthy
hart to Dijest a good Dinner??
6 if The Sun is 9.*50 miles off, how
far is the Moon ?
*|v

T*

^

^

1*

The Observer, before taking up his
present bleak station, had heard many
wild and horrible traditions concerning
college life. He had heard of fiendish orgies; of mysterious groans and
curses ; of uuder-groimd cells filled with
grinning, grimacing skeletons walking
about, clanking their bony limbs most
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horribly—cells across whose portals the
unhappy victim, having once passed,
never returns; of brawny, heartless
Sophomores whose hands were red with
human blood, and whose eyes emit
livid gleams of murderous hatred ; of
shrinking, cowering, shivering Freshmen, who start and turn pale at every
footstep and tiee at their own shadows.
*****

For some time after his arrival, the
Observer scarcely dared to turn his
eyes toward the college lest he behold
some revolting spectacle ; but his fears
soon faded away, and he realized the
base slander to which colleges in general had been subjected. The Observer,
being benevolently disposed, thought
that he would go to some poor homesick Freshman :md console him in his
dejection. He was directed to a fat.
well-fed, pompous-looking youth who,
upon being asked as to his college life,
shifted his quid and broke out into
violent abuse of the college in all its
departments. It was poorly equipped
and most insignificant. The Faculty
were narrow-minded and " warnt nowhere with the teachers of Punkinville." The Observer felt himself totally unable to utter any consolation
for the young man in his deep dejection, and turned away.
*

*

*

*

«

After several attempts to play the
good Samaritan, all of which resulted
similarly, he was about to give up in
despair his Christian task, when he
chanced upon a small, lean, lonesome
looking individual whose countenance
bespoke many trials. Ah, here is the
model Freshman ! Here is need of those

duties which the Observer started out
to perform ! Hut, upon learning that
the object of his compassion was a
Sophomore, the Observer's conscience
smote him that he had ever believed
the slanderous traditions, and pursued
his investigations no further.
*****

The Observer has had little to occupy
his attention since college closed and
so, the other day, he began to make
good resolutions for the coming year.
When he had formed a satisfactory
code for himself, he was so benevolently inclined that he earnestly desired
to turn over a few new leaves for some
of his proteges in college.
*****

The lirst leaf: He would suggest to
the Auburn delegation that there is
strength in numbers, and if, hereafter,
they go back and forth in a body, they
will be less liable to be arrested for
disturbing the peace in the dim shades
of early morning.
*****

The second leaf : The Observer thinks
an old rhyme may fit his case, but is
not sure that he quotes correctly. To
the fickle youth :
" 'Tis well to l>e daring and brave,
'Tis well to be loving and true,
'Tis well to be off with the old love
Before you are on with the new."

The Observer suggests that a brick
be put on this leaf, as he fears it will
not easily stay turned over.
*****

The third leaf: That girl of the
Freshman Class must stop breaking
hearts by the score, or when she is a
Sophomore there will be none left to
break. She, however, is likely to be left.
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There are a great many leaves turned
over in the Observer's mind which he
will forbear mentioning, but will trust
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to the good sense of his friends to
guide them in choosing their course for
the coining year.

•Hlurnni DspartrriGntBATES' LIVE ALUMNI.

i

by any whose good fortune it was to
1HIE Hates College Alumni Associa- be acquainted personally with Mr.
tion, at its last annual meeting, Singer.
Of his early life it is possible to state
voted to expend of its funds a sum
not exceeding (250 for the purchase but little accurately. Enough has been
of books for the college library. The learned from him to warrant us in saycommittee are W. H. Judkins, Esq., ing that he was of Scotch-Irish descent.
His parents, at the time of his birth,
G. A. Stuart, F. W. Chase, II. W.
resided in the county of Down, northOakes, Esq., and (1. C. Chase.
Heretofore the books presented by eastern Ireland, but the name of the
the Alumni Association have been in town we have not been able to learn.
the general line of History, Biography. They were of the intelligent middle
and general literature. The committee class, and his father, who died a few
desired to adhere to this class of hooks, years ago, left to the family a small
but, owing to pressing needs in the fortune.
Mr. Singer was born on the 8th of
Chemical, Physical, and Psychological
departments, voted to appropriate $25 August. 1861. He had several brothers
to each of those departments out of and sisters, some of whom still live in
their appropriation.
The books are the north of Ireland. He left home at
now being selected and ordered and an early age and came to America
will constitute a fresh and important when he was nineteen. Arriving at
addition to our library.
Boston with but little means, he sought
employment at various kinds of labor,
but being unable to speak English, and
without friends, he soon found himself
IN MEMORY OV THOMAS M. SINGER
reduced to extreme poverty. His natIIHIS brief tribute to the memory of ural hopeful disposition and his deterMr. Singer has, of necessity, been mination to succeed, however, never
prepared hastily and in the midst of failed him. He quickly acquired suffiother pressing duties. Such facts as cient knowledge of the new language
could, upon a few days' notice, be to aid him in making friends who could
gathered from the sources at command be of service to him. To these be soon
are presented in the belief that, few as proved his purity of character, his
they are, they will be gladly received courage, his brilliant mental qualities,
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and made known his first great purpose
in life, namely, to obtain a liberal education.'
After spending some time in and
about Boston, he went to Brookline,
where he found more permanent employment and made the acquaintance
of many good people. While there he
united with the church of which Rev.
Ruen Thomas was pastor. Thence he
went to New Hampton, N. H., and
began his studies at the opening of
the winter term of 1881. He was a
member of that institution for fourteen terms and graduated from the college preparatory course in the class of
188;"). Soon after entering the school
he became a member of the Literary
Adelphi, one of the celebrated literary
societies of that institution, and also a
member of the Students' Christian Association. He was a zealous worker
in both and was among their most
prominent members. He was very popular among his fellow-students; even
among members of the Social Fraternity, the other literary society of the
institution. As a student he was faithful, and of him Prof. A. B. Meservey,
the principal of the school, has well
said : "He was a good scholar, a good
man, a good Christian.''
Mr. Singer entered Bates College in
the class of 1889. Not long after
entering he interested himself in the
raising of funds for the college. He
commanded the respect and confidence
of people generally wherever he went,
and was so successful that he raised
several thousand dollars. The time
taken for this work and for other business matters made it necessary for him

to leave his class and join the class of
1890. During his college course he
was held in high esteem by Faculty and
students. He was a great worker, for,
besides attending to his college duties
and studies he accepted in April, 1889,
the responsible position of General
Secretary of the Lewiston Young
Men's Christian Association. He continued in this ollice for two and a half
years. In regard to the success of his
work we are glad to quote from a letter
received from Mr. C. N. Chase, the
present General Secretary.
Mr. Chase says: "At the time Mr.
Singer was called to the secretaryship
of this association it was at its lowest
ebb. It was embarrassed financially,
the Hoard of Managers were discouraged, and a general feeling prevailed
that the rooms must be closed. The
only plan was to reduce expenses and
infuse new life into the work. In thisextremity the Board of Managers thought
it might be, possible to secure some
student at the college, if any could be
found adapted to the work, who would
act as secretary at about the same
price that a student ordinarily realized
in a year's teaching. The professors
at the college were interrogated in regard to the matter and every one of
them answered that Mr. Singer was
the man. The result showed that the
choice was wise. Mr. Singer entered
upon the work with great enthusiasm,
tact, and good judgment, and the association was soon in a state of prosperity which fully justified his selection.
"Mr. Singer was earnest, hopeful,
and cheerful in his temper and inteusely
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spiritual in his methods. He thought
that God had opened this door for him
providentially, and that the Y. M. C. A.
work would be the work of his life.
" During the last year of his connection with the association, the Board of
Managers granted him leave of absence
and advanced his salary to enable him
to attend the International Y. M. C. A.
Convention at Amsterdam, Holland.
During his absence it became impressed
upon him that his true mission was to
be a preacher of the Gospel, so, shortly
after his return, he resigned his position as secretary to enter upon his
studies to that end."
While upon his foreign tour Mr.
Singer visited his old home for the first
time since leaving it so many years
before. In September, 1892, he left
Lewiston and entered Yale Divinity
School. At or near the close of his
first year, in May, 189:5, he accepted a
position of responsibility in the Art
Palace at Chicago, where he remained
during the season of the World's Fair.
His work was connected with the several congresses so frequently in session
there.
In September following he made a
second visit to his old home in Ireland,
being called to aid in settling the estate
left by his father who had died suddenly a few mouths before. He returned in October and at once resumed
his studies at Yale. One of his classmates at the Divinity School, writing
of him, has said : "He was a man of
marked ability, zealous in his work,
taking high rank in his class, respected
and beloved by all who knew him.
We had hoped great things of Mr.
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Singer in God's service here on earth,
but we can rejoice that he was so fully
prepared for fellowship with God and
service in his Heavenly Kingdom."
A further testimonial of the esteem
in which he was held and of the confidence reposed in him by the Faculty
and students of Yale, is to be found in
the fact that he was unanimously elected
as General Secretary of all the mission
work connected with that university.
At the close of his second year in Yale,
in June last, became to Lewiston, where
he spent the summer, preaching, on
Sundays, in the various churches in
and ahout Lewiston and Auburn. He
made his home at the residence of Miss
Josephine M. Dunn, 243 College Street.
Within the last ten years Mr. Singer
has suffered several very severe attacks
of illness. These he sustained with remarkable fortitude. His courage and
cheerfulness seemed never to fail him
and for the kindness of his friends he
was always deeply grateful. During
last summer his health seemed much
better than usual; he was physically
strong and gave excellent promise of
many years of active service in his
chosen profession, but in September
the fatal illness was developed and,
after a few weeks of most intense suffering, early on the morning of November
8th his noble spirit passed the mysterious
vale between this and the life beyond.
All that medical skill, devoted friends,
and loving hearts could do in his behalf
seems to have been done ; aud now we,
his friends, whose hearts have been so
suddenly and so strangely touched with
the keenest sorrow, while we mourn his
loss, are yet able to thank God for the
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example of a life so pure and so truly
great, and to be comforted with the
assurance that with him "it is better
farther on."
I'eace to his ashes; may they rest in peace,
And calmly ou his Father's bosom rest
His spirit. May its happiness increase
As shall seem good to Him who knoweth
best.
PERSONALS.

'07.—Rev. H. F. Wood, of. Hath,
has resigned his pastorate and contemplates starting, in February, on a trip
to Palestine.
'68.—0. C. Wendell, Cambridge Observatory, Harvard University, paid an
appreciative tribute to tlie memory of
Oliver Wendell Holmes in a recent
number of the Boston Transcript.
'71.—J. N. Ham is principal of the
High School, Providence, R. I.
'72.—Rev. F. W. Baldwin, D.D.,
East Orange, N. J., is to give a course
of Sunday evening lectures in his church
(Trinity) upon "Great Men and Great
Epochs in Christian History."
'7:5.—lames II. Baker, LL.D., President of Colorado University, Boulder,
Col., receives a salary of $4,500.
'73.—ES. P. Sampson, Principal of
Thornton Academy, Saco, Me., is mentioned as a good man for State Superintendent of Schools.
'75.—Prof. J. R. Brackett is Dean
of Colorado University.
'7r>.—Prof. A. F. galley, D.D., of
Hillsdale College, contributed an able
article to the recent symposium in the
Morning Star on '' What Free Baptists
Stand For."
'76.—I. C. Phillips, Superintendent

of Schools, Bath, Me., recently conducted a case in court in defence of
one of his teachers.
'76.—G. A. Stuart, Superintendent
of Schools. Lewiston, is urged by many
friends to be a candidate for the State
su perin tendency.
'80.—W. H. Judkins, Esq., will enter upon his duties as county attorney
for Audroscoggin County in January.
'80.—M. T. Newton, M.D., Sabatis,
Me., is active in a movement to have
his village made a part of Webster.
'81.—Judge Reuel Robinson, Camden, is the head of the Masonic Fraternity in Maine.
'83.—Miss S. E. Bickford, Baptist
missionary in India, was married last
October to Rev. William Franklin. Mr.
and Mrs. Franklin will continue in the
missionary work in India.
'86.—Judge J. II. Williamson, of
Madison. So. Dak., was recently in
Lewiston.
'87.—Miss L. S. Stevens has resigned
her position as superintendent of the
Young Woman's Home, much to the
regret of the directors.
'87.—Dr. E. K.Sprague, of the U. S.
Marine Hospital Service, has recently
been transferred from Cairo, 111., to
Mobile, Ala., for duty at the latter
port.
'87.—Mr. and Mrs. A. S. Woodman, of Portland, have a daughter,
born December 6th.
'87.—P. R. Howe, D.D.S., is having
a large practice in Lewiston.
'88.—Rev. F.'w. Oakes, Denver,
Col., is meeting with great success in
obtaining endowment funds for an Epis-
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copaliau home and hospital for consumptives in his city.
'90.—H. W. Small has resigned the
principalship of Keyes Seminary, Canterhury, N. H.
9
'91.—Miss Grace Bray, Preceptress
of Bridgton Academy, has resigned.
'91._The Granite Monthly of Novemher contains an illustrated sketch
of Henniker, N. H., including an excellent likeness of F. L. Pugsley, the
Principal of the High School.
'91.—Miss L. M. Bodge is teaching
at Greeley Institute, Cumberland, Me.
'112.—Nelson W. Howard of Harvard
Law School, has had a flattering posi-

GOIIGQ©

tion as an instructor in Harvard College
offered him.
'98.—J. F. Fanning, Principal of
High School, Kingston, Mass., is finding time to read law.
'93.—A. B. Libby is Principal of the
High School, Woodsville, N. H.
'93.— John A. Snow, formerly of '98,
is studying law in Biddeford.
'93.—C. H. Swan, Jr., of Harvard
Law School, has been detained for some
time from his studies by serious illness,
hut has resumed his work.
'94.—J. W. Leathers, Baugor, Me.,
is the Eastern Maine correspondent of
the Lewiston Journal.

Sxaharigss.

Nor private grief nor malice guides my pen;
I hold but kindness to my fellow-men.
— WhUtier.

1H1K college poet is often thought of
as a careless rhymer or a composer
of love ditties and senseless doggerels.
This is not so, and American colleges
have within their doors many men
whom the Muse has richly endowed.
The literary value of college verse is
increasing. One by one the leading
magazines have introduced a special
department for poetry until the literary value of nearly all of the college publications is gauged by its poetry. We give a few specimens taken
from this month's publications. We
trust that this feature of college journalism, which has had such a struggle
to gain space, may increase in value.

THE POKT.

the heavy web of the loom of life
He weavetli bis fancies to and fro,
And the golden threads of his verse will
show
The pictured tale of his earthly strife.
III

Rut the artist dieth ; the web is hung,
With never a thought for its imagery;
And in passing years, to the tapestry
The dust and grime of neglect has clung.
All tarnished now is the thread of gold,
The picture is blurred by the lapse of time ;
But there's one has seen 'mid the dust and
grime
That tale which the long dead poet told,—
That strange new song with a sweet refrain,
A song that whispers of life and love,
With the singer's heartbeats interwove.
So, long forgotten, he lives again.
—Cornell Era,
BEFORE DAWN.

In dreams, the other night, T sought the cave
Where the dear daughters of the Nymphie
dwell.
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A fountain twinkled near the sacred cell,
'Round which they gathered merrily to lave
Their lithe litnhs in the cooling, foamy wave,
Which stole thence through fair fields of asphodel
To seek the sea. As I drew nigh, there fell
A silence o'er their mirth. I did but crave
Of that sweet stream a dozen priceless sips
To cool the fever of my soul. One brought
A beaker, bade me drink and then begone.
E'er I could raise it to my eager lips
A fairer maid than all, approaching, caught
And dashed it from me. Lo, it was the Dawn.
—Frank McDonald, in Nassau Lit.
•
ART.

I stood within the royal court of Art,
And saw her children grouped around the
throne;
Sculpture, that takes a moment for her own,
And gives it grace that never can depart,
Painting, whose touch a history may impart,
Music, the echo of life's semitone,
And poetry that rules o'er smile and groan,
And leads the chorus of the human heart.
Let science turn from passion with a frown,
And banish beauty from his chill domain,
Oblivion's hand is reaching for his crown;
Art's laurels fade, hut 'tis to bloom again,
For long as smiles are smiles, and tears are
tears,
Art reigns triumphant through the countless
years.
—A. II. Qiiinn, in Red and Blue.

The following is from a poem entitled "October," in the Yale Lit:
She will breathe on the dim old forest;
And stainings of crimson light,
Like the blushes that speak on her own bright
cheek,
Will fall on the leaves to-night;
And the mellow sight of tin; dawning,
When the first faint sunbeams play,
And the flushes that rest on the sunset's breast
She will leave on the trees to-day.

The following is the introduction to
a beautiful poem in the Dartmouth Lit,
entitled " Appeal to Greece " :
Fair Greece, asleep in thy ruins,
O hear our petition, we pray,
Awake from thy dreams of the ages,
Renew thy dominion to-day.

Thy temples lie broken around thee
Like tombstones that crumble with years,
And yet, thou art fair in thy slumbers—
To mourn thee were too sad for tears.
THE BOY AND THK WORLD.

On boyhood's summit radiant he stands,
With heart on fire, and oil! the world he
sees;
Queen-cities throned upon vast, pleasant
leas,
The charm of quiet hamlets, and the sands
Of golden rivers, while far-off expands
The sea—its silences and mysteries;
And love's light roseate falling soft on
these,
And irised hope arched high o'er all the lands.
0 visions beauteous! O hopes sublime!
Well, well for us, that journey wearily
Through torrid wastes, towards you to turn
sometime—
As toward some fairy isle in memories'
seaForgetting these in dreams of that bright clime
Where once we roved, heart high and fancy
free.

—The Oriel

F.XKUI MONUMKNTUM, ETC.
Moral., lib. 111,30.

A monument, outlasting brazen shafts—
Within whose shade the pyramids might stand,
1 now have reared; nor shall the joined crafts
Of rodent shower and northern blast command
That it should crumble—nay, it shall defy
The course of countless years and flight of
time
While ages roll. Not all of me shall die !
My nobler part shall ne'er endure Death's
clime.
Endowed with youth, 'tis mine to feel fame's
thrill
From lips as yet unborn, while priest of Jove
Shall with the silent Vestal scale Jove's hill.
Where'er the impetuous Aufidus may rove;
Where Daunus ruled Apulia parched with
thirst,
And all its rustic tribes;—in grand refrain,
I, Fortune's child, shall be proclaimed the first
Who sang the songs of Greece in Latin strain.
Melpomeuc assume thy pride well born,
And with the Delphic bays my brow adorn.
—I. C. Connolly, in the Mountaineer.

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

A. G. FASSETT,

Photographer and Portrait Artist,

S. P. ROBIE,

Lisbon St., LEWISTON, ME.
My Apparatus, Accessories ami Light are the Best
in the City.

MEN'S FURNISHINGS

First Class Work Guaranteed

AND

Portraits in Crayon, India Ink, Pastel, Water
Colors, ami Bromide Enlargements.

ATHLETIC OUTFITS,

J^ewiston Monumental Works,

116 Lisbon Street,

Wholesale Dealers and Workers of
LEWISTON,

Granite, Marble,

MAINE,

AND ALL KINDS OF FKEESTONE,

12 and 14 Bates St., Near Up. M. C. R. R. DeDOt,

RESPECTFULLY
SOLICITS
YOUR
PATRONAGE.

LEWISTON, ME.
Estimates furnished on application.
J. P. MURPHY, Manager.
Telephone No. 28-4.

•»

FOR

Chapped Hands, Face, and Lips, : :
ROUGH

:

: :

AND

:

HARD SKIN,

Sunburn, Chafing, Chilblains,

BURNS, SCALDS, DRESSING BLISTERS,

Irritations, Scaly Eruptions, :
\

:

:

:

INFLAMED AND IRRITATED PILES,

Salt-rheum, Eczema
And all unpleasant conditions of the skin, of like character, restoring its
g

FRESHNESS AND PURITY. -

»

WiU fiml il a very rateful Iotion t0 alla
K
y '<"ri>»tio". protect the face from the
_ Weather, and prevent chaps, soreness, and infection.
"° c<lua'i am' relieves the inflammation ami soreness AT ONCE,and prevents the skin from

GENTI FMFN AFTFR SHAVING
FfiR ^IINRIIRN *' *ms
^^^__^

pOOlluMi

....•.■•■..■•.•.•••....•••

FfiR RflllGH flR UARfl Ql^IKI I' softens, cleanses, purifies, ami renews the healthy action. Contains no
run nUUUn Un flHnU OIXIII oil, greese, or chemicals, and will not color, stain, or soil the finest fabric, and
CANNOT INJURE THE MOST DELICATE OR SENSITIVE SKIN.
Price SOe • hv Mail ADA I A
Q TTTHTftQ PORTLAND, $ Sample by mail,free to any address
rrice, OUC, Dy Mail, faOCM fa Q§ HJLJjI.iJO, Jf TAB.
} by mentioning "Bates Student."

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

JORDAN-FROST LUMBER CO.,

Lumber, Coal, & Wood,
Foot of Cross Canal, Lewiston.
COAT. OKFICKS

at 181 Lisbon Street and at Yard.

ISAAC GODDARD,

*-

Dentist,

-*

3 1-2 Phoenix Block, Auburn.

COTTRELL & LEONARD,
MAKERS OK

CAPS

AND

GOWNS

COLLEGE FOOT-HALL STICK PINS.

Jl

To THE AMERICAN COLLEGES'
ALBANY, N. Y.
Illustrated Manual and Samples upon Application.
CALL OS

*•

A. L. GRANT

Solid Silver, Enameled in Every Color, 25 Cents
each. In ordering be sure and state color desired.
Class l'lns, Madges, etc. Send 2-cent stamp for the
largest Picture Catalogue ever Issued by any retail
jeweler, nearly ready for mailing. WILSON BROS.
3-K Tremont Row, Boston, Mass. " The Uig Clock.''

FOB

[CE-GREAM, FRUIT, AND SODA.

Hot Chocolate and Coffee.
ALTON L. GRANT,

feifestiraep til fetat*,
160 Lisbon St., LEWISTON.

MARLINS
Made In all styles and sizes. Lightest,
I strongest, easiest working, safest, simplest, I
most accurate, most compact, and most
I modern. For sale by all dealers In arms. |
Catalogues mailed free by

The Marlin Fire Arms Co.,
NEW HAVEN, CONN.,

U. S. A.

MAIN STREET LAUNDRY
111 Main St., Lewiston, Me.
This Laundry is opposite Hotel Atwood. All work
done by hand at shortest possible notice. Satisfaction Guaranteed. Goods called for
mid delivered.

%

W RIFLES

MRS. J. H. LANDERS, Prop'r.

W. i mm, Caterer, 163 Lisbon SI.

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

• CHARLES A. ABBOTT, •
Drugs, Medicines, Chemicals, Fine Toilet Soaps, Brushes, Combs, ftc.
Corner Lisbon and Main Streets,
Lewiston, Maine.
Perfumery and Fancy Toilet Articles in great variety. Physicians' Prescriptions accurately compounded.

LEWISTON STEAM DYE HOUSE,
14-1 Main

Street, LEWISTON.

Dyeing and Cleansing in all its branches. Lace Curtains Cleansed and Finished to look like new.
Naphtha or Dry Cleansing a Specialty.

JOSEPH LEBLANC, Proprietor.
TI,K IjAR0EST ST0CK

DENTIST

on

P
I

CTCVJ

j\.

j" nns

nOw2,

U.U.O.,

HOURS.-

8 to 12 A.M., 1 to e P.M., and
evenings.

H ASKELL

^lour, Groceries, Provisions, etc.,
In the City, can be found with

NEALEY & MILLER,

Osgood Block, LEWISTON.
OFFICE

OF CHOICE

Cor, Main and Bates Streets, LEWISTON.

g^-Bottom Prices always guaranteed.

& JONES,
MANUFACTUKKR8 AND RKTAII.KR8 OK

Men's and Youths' Medium ffi Fine Clothing.
The Fit, Style, and Workmanship are the best that line material and skilled labor can produce. We always
show the newest and best things to be found in MEN'S FURNISHING GOODS. Fi.'LL DRESS SUITS
TO LET. Full Dress and Party Goods a Specialty. Sole Agents for Portland for the Jaros Hygelnic
Underwear. Our store is on the line of Horse Cars from Grand Trunk and Union Stations, making it
easy of access for out of town customers. ,,,„„_,, . ,-...« ._« „
„
_ •» _., • u
HASKELL & JONES. 470 Congress St,, Monument Sq., Portland, Me.

F

OR NICE PURE CANDIES

-»;•

-»f

NEW + DINING + ROOMS,

CO TO

57 Lisbon St., Near Music Hall, Lewiston,

A. E. HARLOW'S,

D. F. LONG, .... PROPRIETOR.

Where a large stock and variety is always on hand.

Meals at all hours. The Best of Steaks, Oysters, and Icecream. CATERING FOR PARTIES A SPECIALTY. The
best place in the city to get a Nice Oyster Stew.

A. E. HAELOW, 58 Lisbon St.

NEW

FRANK KILGORE,

STYLES.

MURPHY,

First-Class Carriages

THE

FURNISHED FOR

HATTER

WEDDINGS AND PLEASURE PARTIES

ANI>

At any time. All new, neat, and first-class, with
careful and gentlemanly drivers.
HEARSE AND HACKS FOR FUNERALS AT SHORT NOTICE.

Gerrish's Drug Store; Residence, 107 College Street.
CONNECTED BY TELEPHONE.

FURRIER.
SIGN, GOLD HAT,

HACK OFFICES:

LEWISTON,

MAINE.
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IT WILL PAY YOU
TO INVESTIGATE THE

NEW* JVIODEL

♦ HAMMOND

BBFORH BUYING ANY OTHER TYPEWRITER.

CALL, OR SEND FOR CIRCULAR REGARDING OUR

$100, $75, and $50 Hammond.
--*♦♦—

THE HAMMOND TYPEWRITER SO.,
300 Washington Street, BOSTON, MASS.

BATES STREET SHIRT CO. S

Wft

LAUNDRY,
COLLEGE BLOCK.
Having recently refltteil our Laundry with the
latest improved machinery, we take pleasure in
announcing that we are fully prepared to do all
kinds of Laundry Work at Short Notice and in the
best manner.
1'.i'il and Table Linen at Lest* Cost Than Can
He Done at Home. Lace Curtains
a Specialty.
A postal card will bring our team to your door.
TELEPHONE NO.

Fisk Teachers' Agencies

EVERETT 0. FISK &o CO., Proprietors.
PRESIDENT.
RVKRKTTO. FISK,

4 Ashburton Place,

Boston, Mass

MANA<;ERH.

W. It. IlKltUII'K,
Lt. II. ASDUKWS,
A. (J. FISHER, .

4 Aahburton Place, Boston, Mass.
4 Asliburtim Place, lloston, Mass.
371 Main Street, Hartford, Conn.
4 Ashburton Place, Boston, Mass.
MARTHA HOAO,
70
Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
II. E. CROCK KR,
70 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
W. 0. l'BATT,
. 106 Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
11. F. CLARK,
I. C. HICKS, . Boom 8. 131 Third Street, Portland, Ore.
C. C. IIOYMTON, . 120% Bo. Spring St., Los Angeles, Cal.
VV. O. ML-TAUUAKT,
32 Church Street, Toronto, Can.

285-3.

W. BLANCHARD,

Fine Illuminating Oils, Gasolene and Naphtha, Pratt's Astral Oil.
Office, No. 7 Middle Street,
Five-Gallon Pump Cans Furnished Free to Customers.

-

-

-

LEWISTON, ME.

Orders by Mail or Telephone Promptly Filled.

PREBLE HOUSE,

Portland, Me.
J. C. WHITE, Prop'r.

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

W. A. MANEY,
DEALER IN

rr

Gents' Fine Furnishings, f
120 Lisbon Street,
LEWISTON, \

-

Flagg & Plummer,
Successors to

CURTIS

& Ross,

[j§§ fmmm

*

MAINE.

-i-

4+

We Make a Specialty of Class Pictures,

.\\\\VA\\\\\\VV*\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\NS\\\\\\N\\\\\N\N\\\V>\S^.

+ + * *

+ * *

SAMUEL HIBBERT'S

And call your attention to the
quality of work sent out from our
Studio in the past, and it will be
our endeavor to keep it to their
standard of excellence, and to please
our customers in every particular.

Meals at All Hours.

We Guarantee

195 Lisbon Street, LEWISTON, ME.

SATISFACTION
TO

O. A. NORTON,

Thanking our friends for the patronage given us in the past, it shall
he our aim to merit the same in
the future
We shall he pleased to receive
correspondence from any school or
college in regard to prices, etc., for
class pictures

Coal and Wood,
LEWISTON, MA IN 10.
OFFICB, SI ASH STREBT.

Yanl on Line of M.C. B B. between Holland and
Elm Streets. Telepbone No. 167-3.

LADIES AND GENTS, TAKE NOTICE.
j, FASHIONABLE

-A. LL.

FLAGG & PLUMMER,
Over Banner Clothing House,
LEWISTON, ME.

PHENIX, 33 Ash Street.

o.

X^ESIMCOKTT,
DEALER IS

Stoves, Furnaces, Tin, Copper, and Nickel Ware, Iron and Lead Pipe.
Gas and Water Piping, Plumbing, Sheet Iron and Metal Working. Also Jobs promptly attended
to by First-Class Workmen and Work Guaranteed.
IL.E]"\A7T3TOI>T, S^IE.
224: Main Street.

BEKRCE,
WILSON St CO.,
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

COAL AND WOOD I

Of all kinds and of the Best Grades at the LOWEST MARKET PRICKS. All Coal Screened by Our New
Process. Prompt and Careful attention given to all orders. OFFICKS: 138 Main St., Lewiston; Corner Court and Washington Sts., Auburn. TELEPHONE CONNECTIONS. Auburn Telephone
Cull, 160*4. Lewiston Telephone Call, 22-4.
GEORGE B. BKAUCK.

C. C. WILSON.

C. L. TCRGEON.

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

Union • /Actual • £ife • In^u^n^e. Company,
PORTLAND, MAINE.
.1. FKASK I. VNO, Secretary.
INCORPORATE!) 1K48.

KKED

E. RICHARDS, President.
L. HATES, Vice-President.

AHTHUR

i ME LEADING
Spot Cash,
>ne Price,

IRA F. CLARK I CO..

Clothiers and Furnishers
482 Congress St., PORTLAND, ME.

£# & | S. Millett,

B. LITCHFIELD & CO.,
PKALKRS IN

Groceries and Provisions, Millinery and Fancy Goods,
13 Lisbon St., Lewiston, Me.

249 Main Street, Lewiston.

IMPORTANT!
If you want pood

TEA, COFFEE,
PIJOUK,

Fa.r3c Ctrcct. 213,

Or anything else usually
kepi in a first-class Grocery Store, or if you intend
i to visit any part of the
} world(e8pecially Europe),
or are sending for friends,
or sending money to
friends, be sure and cull on
JOHN GARNER,
Grocer and Provision
Dealer, Passenger and
Exchange Agent,
- LE-WISTOH.

AMES & MERRILL,
DEALERS IN

Fine Teas, Coffees, and Spices,
All kinds of Fruits, Meat, (iaine, and Poultry,
Flour and Molasses.

THE LAKESIDE PRESS,
117 & 119 Middle St., Portland, Me.

ENGRAVERS.
We have every facility for the prompt execution of
photo-engraving, both line and half-tone, from photos,
drawings, or from original designs, by our own artists

PRINTERS".
We make a specialty of the finest of Book and Job
Printing. With the most improved machinery and the
latest types, our work is the best.

LITHOCRAPHERS
The addition of a complete equipment enables us to
compete with the world for commercial work, including
letter and bill-heads, checks, etc. Send for samples.
Colored labels in any style, or number of colors, made
to order. Sketches in colors submitted for approval.

BOOK-BINDERS.

STIFF, FLEXIBLE, AND SILK HATS.

Our bindery is filled with facilities for the manufacture of blank books. Special ruling and printing, done
to order in our own building, receives careful attention.
Perforating, numbering and binding of checks, stock
certificates, and blanks done to order promptly. Magazines, library books, etc., rebound in any style, at
reasonable rates.
Send for our illustrated catalogue, showing: specimens of engraving and printing;
mailed, postage paid, upon application.

Hats Made to Order Without Extra Cost.
72 Lisbon St., LEWISTON, ME.

W. H. SCOTT, PRES. ,
L. A. GOUDY, TREAS.,
NOVELLO CRAFTS, MANAGER.

187 Main Street,

LEWISTON,

ME.

EC. ANDREWS & CO.,
•

Manufacturers of and Retailers in
FINE GRADES OF

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.
IMS.

lSi»4.

GEORGE A. CALLAHAN.
■LECTRIC

BOOK AND JOB PRINTER.
21 Lisbon St., LEWISTON.
I am constantly improving my stock of

.FINE COLLEGE

AND

SOCIETY PRINTING

A SPECIALTY.

Ql

an "

Of all kinds
FOR LADIES AND GENTS.
Call and Examine for Yourselves.

2;TE-W -E-OKIE STOEj

B. PECK DRY GOODS CO.,
Importers, Jobbers, and Dealers in
and Fancy Goods,
Garments, Millinery, etc..
Sands Block, 126-128 Lisbon St., LEWISTON.

C. 0. MORRELL,
Corner Main and Lisbon Streets, LEWISTON.
SIGN BXO BLACK HOOT.

IDry

KGwistonJjouriial.

"D C. PINGREE & CO.,
136 Main St., LEWISTON,

LUMBER YARD— PLANING MILL
Anil all kinds of

- \\\%V.XN\\

WOOD WORKING.

WB MAKE A SPECIALTY OK

INDIAN CLUBS TURNED TO ORDER.

First-Class BooktCollege Printing
SUCH AS

APOTHECARY.

Programmes, Catalogues,
Sermons, Town

E. H. GERRISH,

Addresses,

Reports, Etc.

145 Lisbon St., cor. Ash, LEWISTON, MEPrescriptions promptly and accurately prepared.
Full line of Chemicals, Drugs, Perfumes, Toilet
Articles, &c, at Reasonable Prices.

WAKEFIELD BROS.,
I >K A I.EltS IN

Drugs, Medicines, ^Chemicals,
->

Fancy anil Toilet Articles, Sponges, Brushes, Perfumery, etc.
Physicians' Prescriptions Carefully Compounded, 114 Lisbon Street,
and orders answered with care and dispatch.
I_EV\£ISTON

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

LATIN SCHOOL.
This Institution is located in the city of Lewiston, Maine. The special object of
the school is to prepare students for the Freshman Class of Hates College, though
students who do not contemplate a College course are admitted to any of the classes
which they have the qualifications to enter. The School is situated near the College and Theological .School, and thus affords important advantages of association
with students of more advanced standing and scholarship.
The Course of Study comprises three years and as many classes; that is, the first
year, or third class; the second year, or second class; the third year, or first class. The
classes are so arranged that students can enter the school at any time during the year.
BOARD OF INSTRUCTION.
IVORY F. FRISBEE, PH.D.,
B. L. PETTIGREW
W. S. C. RUSSELL
E. G. CAMPBELL
EVERETT SHILLINGS
HERMAN NELSON KNOX
R. 1). FA 1RFIELD

PRINCIPAL

.*

For further particulars send for Catalogue.

LYNDON INSTITUTE,

*

Latin and Greek.
Ancient History and Geography.
Rhetoric and Elocution.
Latin.
Mathematics and Latin.
Mathematics.
Mathematics.
j

p

FRISBEE Principal.

* MAINE CENTRAL INSTITUTE,

LYNDON CENTRE, VT.

PITTSPIELD, ME.

WALTER EUGKNE RANGER, A M.,

(). II. DRAKE, A.M..

PRINCIPAL.

PRINCIPAL

New HamptonLiterary Institution, (}REEN MOUNTAIN SEMINARY,
NEW HAMPTON, N. H.

WATERBURY CENTRE, VT.

RKV. A. II. MESERVKY, A.M., Pill).,
PRINCIPAL.

LEBANON ACADEMY,

*

*

JUSTIN ACADEMY,

*

•#•

STRAFFORD RIDGE, N. H.

ELIHU HAYES,
SECRETARY TRUSTEES.

A STANDARD TYPE-WRITER

CHAS. H. RICHARDSON, A.15.,
PRINCIPAL

• •

Can be secured CHEAP of

MANAGER OF STUDENT.

A. E. THOMAS, A.M.,
PRINCIPAL

Go to E. IY1. HEATH'S Music Store
For Everything in the Music Line.
Largest Stock in the State to Select From.
Special Discount to Colleges and Schools.
171 Lisbon Street, - LEWISTON, ME.

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

NEW ENGLAND

When

\

The time comes for rest from college
duties, and you wish to pass

BUREAU OF EDUCATION.
3 Somerset Street (Room 5),

YOUR VACATION

BOSTON, MASS.

amid pleasant and recuperative surroundings

This Bureau is the oldest in New Kngland, and
lias gained a national reputation. We receive calls
for teachers of every grade, and from every State
and Territory and from abroad. During the administration of its present Manager, he has secured to
its members, in salaries, an aggregate of tl,600,000,
yet calls for teachers have never been so numerous
as during the current year
Pear Dr. Orcutt,—To-day Dr. McV. telegraphs:
" Come to New York Monday prepared to go on to
Raleigh." I suppose this means that 1 am elected to
the position in Shaw University. You have now, in
a period of two years, secured me three lucrative
positions—one of them within twenty-four hours
after I registered. Many thanks.
Yours very truly,
•JESSE B. MOWUY.
CIIKI-At.itKT, It. L, Sept. 29,181I4.
Teachers seeking positions or promotion should
register at once. Xo charge to school officers for
services rendered. Forms and circulars free.
Address or call upon

Remember
That there Is invigorating air and inspiring
scenery among the White Mountains; that
there are savory, salt sea breezes ever blowing on the Maine Coast; that there arc
hundreds of places to " go a fishing " or bag
a duck in I lie i'ine Tree State. A ml that the

ine Central Rai
Leads to or toward (hem all, and its General
Passenger Department will be pleased to
tell you what it will cost for transportation
and board, and give you all the Information
in its power
Consult daily newspapers for general timetable.
FAYSON TUCKER,
F. E. BOOTH BY,
Vice-Prest. and Gen. Man.
den. Pass. Agt., Portland, Me.

MERRILL & WEBBER,

ookiiob Printers
88 Main Street, AUBURN,
Opposite Mechanics Savings Bank Building.

BW

YOUH

Books, Stationery, and Periodicals
AT

.

VtfENTs
miCAVtAld.inAUtMARKSjW
^ COPYRIGHTS.^
CAN I OBTAIN A PATENT? For a
GEQ&n. a"s^?f and an honest opinion, write to
m l. fc fc & CO.. who have had nearly fifty vears'
experience in the patent business. Communications strictly confidential. A H n iidoooU of Jnlorination concerning Paten is and how to Obtain them sent free. Also a catalogue of mechanical and scientific books sent free.
ut, ts ta en t,lroui:h Munn
«,£
.1 ^in the
.w Scientific American,
* Co- receive
speciali"notice
and
thus c are
brought widely before the public withM t the
?„oL ?
?,
, inventor. This splendid paper,
issued weekly, elegantly illustrated, has bv far the
largest circulation of any scientific work in the
w
Sf d^.:*•{,aJTe,ar• bal"Ple copies sent free.
Building Edition, monthly. *lo0 a vear. Single
copies, 30 cents. Every number contains beautitui plates, in colors, and photographs of new
houses, with plans, enabling builders to show the

WHITE & LEAVITT,
Dervbis-fcs,,
No. 1 Lyceum Block, Lisbon Street

FERNALD'S BOOKSTORE,
38 LISBON STRKKT,

HIRAM ORCUTT, Manager.

.

.

LEWISTOX, ME.

LEWISTON, ME.
K. H. WHITE, D.D.8.

F. L. LEAVITT, D.D.3.

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

BATES COLLEGE.
FACULTY OF INSTRUCTION AND GOVERNMENT.
JOHN II. RAND, A.M.,

GEORGE C. CHASE, A.M.,
President1

RKV.

JOHN FULLONTON, D.D.,

Professor of Mathematics.

RKV.

ALFRED W. ANTHONY, A.M.,
Fullonton Professor of New Testament Greek.

Prof, of Ecclesiastical History and Pastoral Theology.

JONATHAN Y. STANTON, A.M.,

LYMAN G. JORDAN, A.M.,
Professor of Chemistry.

Professor of Greek anil Latin Languages.

WILLIAM H. HARTSHORN, A.M.,
REV.

BENJAMIN F. HAYES, D.D.,
Professor of Apologetics and Pastoral Theology.

Professor of Rhetoric.

FRANK E. MILLIS,
Professor of Physics.

THOMAS L. ANGELL, A.M.,
Professor of Modern Languages.

HERBERT It. PURINTON,
Instructor in Hebrew and Church History.

RKV.

JAMES ALBERT HOWE, I).I).,
Professor of Systematic Theology and Homiletlce.

PORTER H. DALE,
Instructor in Elocution.

0 LA SSI GA L D EPA li TM EN T.
TERMS OF ADMISSION.
Candidates (6r admission to the Freshman Class arc examined as follows: —
. I'A,T,N : . .'" "'"»' I ks "f Virgil's .-Em-id; the Catiline of SallUSt] six orations of Cicero; thirty exercises in Jones's
Latin ( omi-osition; Latin Grammar (Darkness or Allen ft Greenough). GREEK: In three hooks of Xenophon's Anabasis;
l
^'.'.!'i'i'^i'il.n'ii"""'l'S nii"1; tw,'nt-v exercises In Jones's Greek Composition; Goodwin's or Hadley's (ireek Grammar.

MA l HEMATICS: in Arithmetic, in Went worth's Elements of Algebra, and Plane Geometry or Equivalents.

ENGLISH:

In Ancient Geography, Ancient History, English Composition,and one of the following English Classics: Shakespeare's
King John and Twelfth Night ; W< rdsworth's Excursion (first hook); living's Hraccbridge Hall; Hawthorne's Twice Told
Tales (second volume).
All candidates foradvanced standing will be examined in the preparatory studies, and also in those previously pursued
by the class they propose to enter, or in other studies equivalent to them.
Certificates of regular dismission will be required from those who have been memliers of other colleges.
The regular examinations for admission to College take place on the second Saturday liefore Commencement, on Wednesday preceding Commencement, and on Saturday preceding the first day of the Kail Term.
The examinations fcr admission to College will lie both written anil oral.
Hereafter no special students will be admitted to any of the College classes.

EXPENSES.
The annual expenses for board, tuition, room rent, and incidentals arc $180. Pecuniary assistance, from the income of
thirty-seven scholarships and various other benefactions, is rendered to those who are unable to meet their expenses
otherwise.
Students contemplating the Christian ministry receive assistance every year of the course.

THEOLOGICAL SCHOOL.
This is a department in the College, established by vote of the corporation July 21,1870. It occupies Nichols Hall, situ
ated about a quarter of a mile from the College buildings, and is in charge of a siiecial Faculty appointed by the College
corporation.
Candidates for admission are required to furnish testimonials of good standing in some Christian church, and to give
evidence of their duty to prepare for the gospel ministry, certified by the church of which they are members respectively, or
by some ordained minister.
Those who are not graduates from College, previous to entering upon the regular course of study, must lie prepared for
examination in the common English branches, Natural Philosophy, Physiology, Chemistry, Geology, Astronomy, Algebra,
and in the Latin and Greek languages.
Tuition, room rent, and use of libraries free.
COMMENCEMENT, Thursday
JUNB 27,1895

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

295 Gonqress^t.

®ST©MC. r -

/*\&r)ff&ct.urcrs of

H&lf-Tone
Cuts.
reproduction* of

(gllege Sketches,
Illustrations fop

@IIc^cJourt)al^aSiBooH5
Reproduetior)&oJ Period Ink
5
dic\win|s, Q&ypi), Scri pt. Autc^rapb |eltefS.o»

$^J(3llq|e Buildin&s,
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(pldss Pictures
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W.

A.

ROBINSON

&

We Serve Ice-Cream, Sherbets, ^ Fresh Cake,

CO.,

Lemonade, Fancy Crackers, Sandwiches,
Coffee, Salted Peanuts, Salted Almonds,
Olives, Pickles, Oysters, and Salads.

DRUGGISTS,

J. M. STEVENS,
Our Specialty, Physicians' Prescriptions. A Large
Stock of TRUSSES. Prices Low and Satisfaction Guaranteed.

E. F. GOSS,

Fruit and Confectionery,
01 Court St., AUBURN, ME.

A. B. HALL,

Jeweler,

CONFECTIONERY AND CATERER,
Court Street, AUBURN, ME.

*-9f^t

55 Court St., AUBURN, ME.

G. B. WHITMAN'S

•V

CONSERVATORY MUSIC STORE,

w-

149 Lisbon St., LEWISTON.
The famous BBHB BBOS. .V, CO.'B Pianos. Special
styles-and prices of this instrunicnt for Colleges and
Societies. Musical Goods of all kinds for Teachers
and Students.

'S O^-

JOHN H. WHITNEY,

S. L. YOUNG,

(Opposite J. Y. Scruton & Son,)

BOOTS, SHOES, AND RUBBERS,
Opposite Klin House,

REGISTERED APOTHECARY,

Court Street, AUBURN, ME.

/'kysicians' I'rescriplions accurately compounded.

A. B. CUSHMAN,

J. H. STETSON & CO.,

28 LISBON ST., LEWISTON.

Clothing and Gents' Furnishings,
56 Court Street,
AUBURN, ME.
525c!5H5H525H5H5HS25H5H5H52515H5E525H5i52SE5H5HS3SeSai

fffl

Hotel Atwood,

DEALERS IN
STOVES ANI> FURNACES,

Kitchen Furnishing Goods,

Tin, Iron, Copper, Wooden and Granite Iron Ware.
Tin Rooting and Slating.
65 Lisbon Street, - LEWISTON, ME.

M

AINE BENEFIT
Association,

Lower Main Street,
• •

LEWISTON,

ME.

A-

AUBURN, MAINE.

MOST CENTRALLY LOCATED HOTEL IN THE CITY.

GEORGE H. RICKER, Proprietor.
Electric Lights, Electric Bells, Steam Heated.
Cuisine and Service First-Class. Rates, $2 a day.

:uj
55E525E5HSaSH5B5H5E5E525H5H5H5H525H 525H5E5752525Hg'

GBO. 0. WING, President.
N. W. HARRIS, Treasurer.

M. F. RICKKK, Manager.

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

BLUE STOBE,

©ewisten's • fiavgetft ©I©fefoiFig l|euge.
Vnung Men's Nobby Clothing a Specialty.
We Carry I lie Largest Stock.
We Name the Lowest Prices.

BLUE STORE,

- - - Lewiston's Only One-Price Clothiers.

MRS. C. A. NEAL'S
Lewiston 5-Cent Store BOOK-BINDERY,
DOYLE BROS.'

JOURNAL BLOCK,
32-38 Lisbon St., LEWISTON.
BASE-BALLS,

LEWISTON, .... MAINE.

CROCKERY, GLASSWARE, TINWARE,

Magazines, Music, etc., Bound in a Neat
and Durable Manner.

Toys, Notions, etc., Wholesale ami Retail.

liuling and Blank Rook Work of Every Description
Done to Order.

3. DOYLE.

P. M. DOYI.K.

ATTWOOD I BARROWS,
Headquarters for
•

•' f

I

Scientific
Suspenders

•

Boots, Shoes, and Rubbers,
HATS,

CAPS,

AND

UMBRELLAS,

Under Auburn Hall,

AUBURN,

.

.

. MAINE.

F. E. TAINTER,

Healthful, Comfortable, Durable.

DEALER IN

No strain on buttons or waistband!
No baggy pants! They are never pulled up from
the shoe.
No straps in view when worn with full dress or
negligee.
Perfect ease to every part of the body, because
they give with every motion, the pulleys working
on cables that are preserved from wear. Last for
years.
Worn by the best-dressed men in America.
On sale by all first-class dealers or sent by mail
on receipt of price, 50c., 75c, $1.00, $1.50, and $2.00,
post-paid. State height and weight.

PIANOS, ORGANS,
And Everything in Musical Merchandise.
42 Lisbon Street,

-

LEWISTON, ME.

BATES COLLEGE BAND.
Music furnished for parties of
all kinds.
L. SAMPSON,
Asst. Director.

ARTHUR

M. DUTTON,
Director.

WARREN

SCIENTIFIC SUSPENDER CO. (LII.),
BTTFE'.A.LO,

IT.

■2".

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

Fine Tailoring.
We shall show this season all the Novelties for Spring and .Summer Suitings, Overcoatings, anil Trouserings, which we are prepared to make up in first-class order, and at KKA8ONAHI,K PRICES for good work.

Dealers in Ready-Made Clothing and Gents' Furnishing Goods,
23"Lisbon Street, LEWISTON, MAINE.

PHYSICIANS' PRESCRIPTIONS OUR SPECIALTY.

213 Lisbon Street, Corner of Pine, LEWISTON, ME.

:

/.
Room 1, Goff Block, AUBURN, MAINE.

N. I. .IORDAN.

(). .1. HACKKTT.

RICHARDSON, FARR & CO.,

CHANDLER & WINSHIP,

Books, Stationery, etc.,
100 Lisbon St., Lewiston.

Manufacturers of Harness,
AND DKAI.KKS IN

BOOTS, SHOES, AND

RUBBERS.

Repairing Neatly and Promptly Executed.
Special Rates to Students.
:$o Bate* St.,and 137 Main St., LKWISTOPs..

RICHARDS & MERRILL,

Merchant Tailors,.,.,;;":'. ,„ Ready-Made Clothing, Furnishing Goods, etc.
We have always on hand a very large and choice selection of Foreign and Domestic Woolens, in latest styles and novelties, which we make to order, and guarantee in Fit, Trimmings, and Workmanship, equal to any that can he had in Maine.
(TT A full line of Fine Custom Ready-Made Suits and Overcoats always on hand. Our Motto: Quick Bales at Small Profits.
No. 1 Lyceum Hall Building, Lewiston. Maine.

If Jm Wm\ Ik Bm^&^mtMm to tk City
S. A. CUM MINGS, The Confectioner,
And you will get it.

Prices 10c, 15c., 20c, 30c., 40c, and 50c.
Pure Fruit Syrups.
Store and Manufactory, 223 Main Street,

S.

A.

Also, COLD AND HOT SODA with
LEWISTON, ME.

CTJMMIJfGrS.

JOSEPH ft LLOTT'S
* STEEL**PENS. J
THE FAVORITE NUMBERS, 303,404,332,351,170,
AND HIS OTHER STYLES
SOLD BY ALL DEALERS THROUGHOUT THE WORLD.

.

£=/

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

THE BRIDGE TEACHERS' AGENCY,
BRIDGE &- SCOTT, Proprietors,

BOSTON AND CHICAGO.
ONE FEE REGISTERS IN BOTH OFFICES.
We have placed teachers in nearly every city and large town in New England.
Outside of New England we have supplied teachers to puhlic or private schools
in New York, Philadelphia, New Orleans, Chicago, Saint Paul, Minneapolis,
Cleveland, San Francisco, and several smaller cities
We have received applications for teachers from school officers from every State
and Territory in the country and from a few foreign countries.
With two exceptions we have filled positions in every State and Territory in
the United States
In the Southern, Western, and Middle States we have rilled several college
positions
AGENCY MANUAL FREE TO ANY ADDRESS.

Offices: 110 Tremont St., BOSTON.

211 Wabash Ave., CHICAGO.

DR. EMERY BAILEY,
DENTIST,
No. 20 LISBON ST.,

- LEWISTON.

Gas administered to extract Teeth.

F. I. Day,
Fine Boots and Shoes,
JOURNAL BLOCK.

WALKER BROTHERS,
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

Oysters, Clams, and Lobsters
Goods Delivered Without Extra Charge.
55 Bates St., Near Main St., Lcwiston, Me.

RAYMOND &. GUPTILL,
Wholesale and Retail

STKTIONERS,
WEDDING CARDS,
PROGRAMMES, ETC.

57 Lisbon Street,

LEWISTON, ME.

$IO OO i f|"o|Camera 514XK^X6V6 in.
MJ.UU } size of Picture 4 x 5 In.

The . .

Folding

KODEI
Junior* •
A practical camera with which a mere novice can
readily learn to make the best photographs.
Fully equipped for hand or tripod work.
Adapted to roll film and glass plates; reversible
finder with focusing plate; ground glass for
fine focusing ; improved shntter; tripod sockets
for vertical or horizontal views. Self contained
when closed ; handsomely finished and covered
with leather.
Prlre, with double plate holder,
...
$10-00
Developing and Printingenldl,
....
1.50
Roll Holder for film (not loaded),
...
10.00

J Send for *
Catalogue. \

EASTMAN KODAK CO.
Rochester, N. Y.

9rWl

BANNER CLOTHING HOUSE.
THE LARGEST AND LEADING CLOTHING HOUSE OF MAINE.
Advanced Styles in High-Grade Goods.

TAILOR-MADE GARMENTS
That Are Unequaled in Fit and General Excellence. Introducers of Novelties and the Best
of Everything Pertaining to Correct Dress. The Latest Ideas and
Standard Shapes in All Grades of

HHRD* HND + S0FT+ HHTS.
A Magnificent Array of Rich and Elegant

FURNISHINGS.
PROMOTERS AND MAINTAINERS OF LOW PRICES.

BANNER CLOTHING

HOUSE,

Successors lo HJCKSKLI. & S'BAL .
BABBITT BROS,, The One-Price. Cash, Square-Dealing Twin Clothiers, Owners and Managers,

Nos. 134 to 14b Lisbon St., LEWISTON, ME.

IGH ST. LAUNDRY
• •
DAVIS & MERRILL, Prop'rs.

FINE WORK WITH PROMPTNESS.
Teams will be run to and from
the College, collecting Tuesdays and
delivering Fridays.

Bundles may be left at the Book-

CAN YOU AFFORD
m |u.v

FlimitlirB, GarpCTS, M 01^6116$
Without allowing us to quote our LOW PKICR
on 1 in- article wanted. Write us or call.

store.

DAVIS

&

MERRILL,

BRADFORD, CONANT & CO.,
199 & 201 Lisbon St.,

Auburn, Maine.

We have Wood,
Very good,
Ready for the trade:
Coal as well
Which we Sell.
None but Standard Grade.

On us call*
One and all
When in want of fuel.
Please your wife.
All your life
Sweet will be your gruel.

J. I. wood

